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Promissory Note (u/s 4) 
Promissory Note is an instrument in writing which is not a bank note or currency note is an unconditional 
undertaking (conditional instrument is valid only if the event in question is certain like death) signed and 
stamped by the maker to pay a specific sum of money only to or to the order (endorser) of certain person or 
to the bearer of the instrument (payee).  
 
Bill of exchange (u/s 5)  
It is an instrument in writing signed by the maker (drawer) containing an unconditional order to a certain 
person (drawee) to pay a specific sum of money only to or to the order of certain person or to the bearer 
of the instrument (Payee).  
Types:  
(a) Accommodation bills (Sec. 43): Mr. A is in urgent need of fund. Mr. A draws a bill on Mr. B and gets it 

accepted by Mr. B. Then he discounts the bill from his bank and meets his finance needs. At the time 
of maturity, he sends the requisite amount to Mr. B, so that he can honor the bill. Here, bill is drawn 
for no consideration and accommodated party cannot recover the amount upon maturity. However, 
any holder in due course to such bills may recover the amount from any parties.  

(b) Fictitious bills (Sec. 42): A bill is fictitious if the name of drawer or payee or both are fictitious. If such 
bill is drawn on a genuine person and later endorsed, then holder in due course can recover the 
amount if he believes that the signature of the drawer and the first endorser are of same person. But 
if the holder believes him to be fictitious, the amount cannot be recovered.  

(c) Documentary bill: title of the goods is attached with the bill (bill of lading in case of foreign 
transaction)  

(d) Clean bill: no title of goods attached with the bill.  
(e) Escrow (Sec. 46): the bill is payable subject to fulfillment of certain conditions. If the conditions 

involved are fulfilled, it will not create any liability. However, if the bill is endorsed to a holder in due 
course, his rights will not be hampered.   

(f) Bills in sets (Sec. 132 & 133): bills drawn in parts are called bills in sets. They are to be signed and 
stamped by the drawee. Each part should be numbered sequentially and it will continue to be payable 
until any other part remain unpaid. Only one part of the whole bill is required to stamped and 
accepted and paid. One bill is with reference to other bills in the set. If the separate parts are 
endorsed to different individuals, they will be treated as separate bills and the holder who acquires 
the first part of the bill will be entitled to the payment associated with the bill.  

 
Cheque (u/s 6) 
It is a bill of exchange drawn on a bank not expressed to be payable to the order or bearer otherwise than 
on demand.  
Features 
1. A cheque may be in the electronic form (mirror image of the paper cheque with minimum safety 

feature like digital signature) 
2. A cheque may be truncated cheque (truncated during the course of transaction by bank or a clearing 

house (RBI) by generating an electronic image substituting its physical transfer 
3. The signature on the cheque should match with the specimen signature.  
4. Cheques are payable on presentment. The drawee may stop payment of the cheque. Here it is 

different from bank draft. Once it is made, it is difficult to be countermanded.   
5. Cheque may be ante-dated or post-dated. If they are not encashed before a certain period, they 

become stale cheques.  
6. If the drawer has sufficient fund in his account and other terms and conditions relating to the cheque 

are otherwise fulfilled, the drawee bank, or collecting bank write on it, ‘good for payment’.  
7. In some cases bank is not bound to pay.  
Types  
1. Bearer: the payment must be made to the bearer by the drawee bank   



2. Crossed cheque: here two lines are traversed through the cheque making the drawee bank pay the 
associated amount only to the account of payee through its banker.  

(a) General crossing: two parallel lines at the top left corner, with ‘& Co.’ or ‘not negotiable’ written inside. 
Here, the payment is to be made to the banker of the payee. It loses its negotiability feature, if ‘not 
negotiable’ is written inside.  

(b) Special crossing (u/s 124): two parallel lines at the top left corner, with ‘name of the bank’ or ‘not 
negotiable’ written inside. In ensures payment of associated amount to the account of the payee or its 
bank only. It must be presented for payment through that bank only. If special crossing is done more 
than once, the bank may opt for non-payment.  

(c) Restrictive crossing: two parallel lines at the top left corner, with ‘A/c payee’ written inside it. It ensures 
payment only to the account of the payee. However, it does not impair the negotiability of the 
instrument.  

 


